Geo Walk

OVERVIEW
Lace up your most comfortable shoes and head to a new or lesser-known neighborhood in town. Add a
place, upload a photo, and be the first to share it with the world.

EXAMPLES

TOP 5 TIPS

To organize a geo walk, just
follow a simple recipe: plan a
route and invite people to join
you. Find some ideas here:

Free walking tours: You can either join a free walking
tour or create one of your own. Discover and share the
best of your city, keeping Maps contributions in mind.

Find a new area: Cities are
dynamic and it’s exciting to try
to keep up with new hot spots
opening up. Explore new areas
and neighborhoods and make
sure every detail is on
Google Maps.
Be a real guide: Think you
know your city better than
anyone else? Create your ideal
walking tour using My Maps
and show others what inspires
you the most.
Back to nature: Many cities
have national parks nearby
with amazing trails and things
to spot on the way. Make sure
to add all these scenic points
to Google Maps, as well as
adding photos.

This is how we roll: Don’t let the “walk” part of the
name stop you from making your geo walk really
unique by inviting people to bike, skate or whatever
way of moving you think would be interesting for your
community. Make sure to check with your community
members beforehand for any accessibility
requirements.
Share your knowledge: If you’re planning on visiting
historic or iconic places, you could create a document
with interesting facts to share with the rest of the
attendees. It’s always nice to have a little context
when visiting places.
Play games: To attract more people to your event, you
can organize a game around your geo walk. For
example, a scavenger hunt is a great way to get
people moving from point A to point B while doing
something at each place.
Weather: Keep an eye on the weather forecast in case
you need to rearrange your geo walk to accommodate
unfortunate showers. Or take it as an opportunity to
go the extra mile as a total adventurer!

